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Abstract

Striated features, or striae, form in cometary dust tails due to an as-yet unconstrained process or processes. For
the first time we directly display the formation of striae, at C/2006 P1 McNaught, using data from the SOHO LASCO
C3 coronagraph. The nature of this formation suggests both fragmentation and shadowing effects are important in
the formation process. Using the SOHO data with STEREO-A and B data from the HI-1 and HI-2 instruments, we
display the evolution of these striae for two weeks, with a temporal resolution of two hours or better. This includes
a period of morphological change on 2007 January 13-14 that we attribute to Lorentz forces caused by the comet’s
dust tail crossing the heliospheric current sheet. The nature of this interaction also implies a mixing of different sized
dust along the striae, implying that fragmentation must be continuous or cascading. To enable this analysis, we have
developed a new technique – temporal mapping – that displays cometary dust tails directly in the radiation beta (ratio
of radiation pressure to gravity) and dust ejection time phase space. This allows for the combination of various data
sets and the removal of transient motion and scaling effects.

Highlights

• We directly observe the formation of striated features in a comet’s dust tail for the first time at C/2006 P1
McNaught.

• We show how the temporal mapping technique - plotting dust tails in terms of radiation pressure effects against
time - aligns features between multiple observations from Earth and spacecraft.

• The striated tail features are shown to remain at the same locations in temporal maps over time, demonstrating
the accuracy of the technique.

• The mapping technique highlights a period of morphological change during 2007 January 13-14, which we
argue from a comparison with solar wind simulations is from changing Lorentz force effects on dust grains as
they cross the heliospheric current sheet.

Keywords: Comets, dust, Comets, plasma, Solar wind
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1. Introduction1

When active, comets release dust grains of various sizes and morphologies (e.g. Schulz et al. 2015; Hilchenbach2

et al. 2016). The grains’ trajectories are influenced by solar radiation pressure to form dust tails, which lag behind3

the nucleus’s motion about its orbit, e.g. Fulle (2004). Analysis of dust tails’ structure can reveal key information on4

the dust grains’ parameters, together with the time of release from the nucleus. These parameters can in turn provide5

information on the activity of the nucleus.6

Features commonly observed in cometary dust (type II) tails include synchronic bands, which are large-scale linear7

features that are coaligned with the position of the comet’s nucleus, and, much more rarely, striae. The latter are puz-8

zling features that have only been observed in a few, generally very high production rate comets, including C/1957 P19

(Mrkos) (Sekanina, Z, Farrell, 1982), C/1962 C1 (Seki-Lines) (McClure, 1962), C/1975 V1 (West) (Koutchmy and10

Lamy, 1978; Lamy and Koutchmy, 1979; Nishioka et al., 1992), and C/1996 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (Sekenina and Pitti-11

chová, 1997).12

Comet C/2006 P1 McNaught – for brevity, from hereon referred to as McNaught only – was discovered by Robert13

McNaught on 2006 August 7 (McNaught, 2006), and reached perihelion on 2007 January 12 at a distance of 0.17 AU14

from the Sun. This was well inside the perihelion distance of planet Mercury, and therefore a near-Sun comet (Jones15

et al., 2018). Undoubtedly a modern example of a “Great Comet”, it was easily visible from Earth through much16

of January 2007, but only from the southern hemisphere when at its most spectacular post-perihelion. The orbit of17

McNaught suggests it is was a dynamically new comet from the Oort cloud (Marsden, 2007).18

Combi et al. (2011) found that the comet’s water production rate could be approximated by 5.4 × 1029r2.4 s−1,19

where r is the heliocentric distance, and that it reached a peak of 5.48×1031 molec s−1 on 2007 January 13. Despite20

the comet’s spectacular appearance around perihelion, relatively few works have been published on it based on visible21

wavelength observations, largely due to the difficultly in observing the object with ground-based facilities, though22

ground-based observations of sodium emission from the comet were possible with a solar telescope (Leblanc et al.,23

2008). The comet had an extensive, highly structured dust tail, displaying many striae. Observations of the comet at24

infrared wavelengths reveal that it had larger and more compact porous grains than many other objects (Kelley et al.,25

2010; Wooden et al., 2014).26

Here we report on the analysis of the striae observed in McNaught, which arguably possessed the most spectacular27

dust tail of recent times, and certainly the one for which is available the most comprehensive collection of observations28

to date. We apply a new reprojection technique, which we refer to as temporal mapping, to images of McNaught’s29

dust tail acquired from several sources, allowing us to track the behaviour of striae in the comet’s tail throughout the30

comet’s perihelion passage.31

We present a sequence of images captured by the Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) on the32

ESA/NASA Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft, that appears to record clearly for the first time33

the formation of several striae. Together with data from the the Heliospheric Imagers (HI) that form part of the wider34

Sun-Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) remote sensing package on the twin NASA35

STEREO-A and B spacecraft, we track the formation and evolving appearance of numerous striae. We propose that36

the progressive realignment of many of these striae is due to interactions between electrically charged dust grains and37

the heliospheric magnetic field.38

1.1. Striae Formation Theories39

Most striae models describe formation through the fragmentation of larger dust particles. In addition to gravity,40

cometary dust grains are certainly strongly influenced by radiation pressure. As these two primary forces act in41

opposition to each other, the effective force acting on them is equivalent to reduced gravity. This is parametrised by42

the dimensionless constant βr, given as:43

βr =
Radiation Force

Gravitation Force
(1)

The fragmentation of grains leads to the spreading of dust grains over time due to a difference in the βr parameter44

between individual particles.45

Sekanina and Farrell (1980) proposed that stria formation is a two-step process. They posited that the striae’s46

parent dust grains are released from the nucleus all with similar values. After a delay, these grains break up within a47

short period of time. Their fragments have a range of βr values, and radiation pressure separates the grains according48
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to βr, forming near-linear structures. Under this scenario, along a single stria, there is expected to be a monotonic49

increase in βr with increasing heliocentric distance.50

This model has been found to agree well with observations of striae (e.g. Pittichová et al. 1997). However,51

there is a serious issue with the Sekanina and Farrell two-step fragmentation scenario, in that it is difficult to explain52

why parent grains would all fragment after approximately the same time delay. They suggested rotational bursting53

generally due to uneven radiation pressure over grains’ surfaces, but this has not been widely accepted. Hill and54

Mendis (1980) suggested that the fragmentation of grains could occur due to electrostatic charging, with the few55

keV and more electrons required for this process originating in the closed current system of the induced cometary56

magnetotail.57

Nishioka and Watanabe (1990) and Nishioka (1998) proposed a different scenario for the formation of striae.58

Rather than a two-step process, an almost continuous cascade of fragmentation was proposed. This cascade continues59

beyond where grains become too small to observe. This process would result in fragments of all values co-existing60

along the length of each stria. Sekenina and Pittichová (1997) pointed out that a relaxed fragmentation time should61

lead to wedge shaped striae, which are not observed.62

Other models have also been proposed. These include those of Froehlich and Notni (1988) and Notni and Thaenert63

(1988), who suggested stabilising effects due to optical thickness of dust clouds. Steckloff and Jacobson (2016)64

considered that each stria is the result of the destruction of macroscopic sized (10 - 100m) boulders by rotational65

stresses from sublimation pressures.66

2. Data67

Around perihelion, McNaught’s proximity to the Sun in the sky made ground-based observations particularly68

challenging. However, instruments aboard the SOHO, STEREO-A, and STEREO-B spacecraft provided excellent69

imaging data, allowing the comet’s coma and tail structures to be monitored through the perihelion passage. The70

activation of the SECCHI heliospheric imagers aboard the then–recently launched twin STEREO spacecraft came just71

in time to capture the dust tail as the comet reached perihelion, and this event was also captured by the SOHO LASCO72

C3 coronagraph.73

Figure 1: Gantt chart summarising observations from all sources, including the different instruments aboard the STEREO-A, STEREO-B and
SOHO spacecraft, and ground based images from authors S.D. and M.D.

The comet was well observed from Earth from the southern hemisphere post-perihelion, with some of the older74

dust features also seen in the northern hemisphere during the same period, despite the nucleus being below the horizon75

from those locations. We note that this is similar to the circumstances of Comet de Chéseaux (C/1743 X1) with its76

extensive, structured dust tail (Kronk, 1999). For this project we use the SECCHI HI-1 and HI-2 datasets from both77
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STEREO spacecraft, as well as LASCO C3 Clear and Blue filter data and various ground-based images. Figure 178

summarizes the images obtained from all sources. Further details of each data source are provided below.79

2.1. Stereo A SECCHI HI80

The twin NASA STEREO spacecraft follow separate orbits around the Sun, moving progressively ahead of and81

behind the position of the Earth (Howard et al., 2008). Each spacecraft has two Heliospheric Imagers, HI-1 and82

HI-2. These consist of CCD cameras pointed off axis from the sun. HI-1 points closest to the sun with a field of83

view of 20◦ and solar offset of 14◦ (Eyles et al., 2009). The effective primary bandpass of the instrument is ∼630–84

730 nm, with additional, weaker coverage of the wavelengths ∼300–450 and ∼900–1000 nm (Bewsher et al., 2010).85

Images are obtained onboard measuring 2048 pixel square, but were downsampled to 1024 pixel square images for86

transmission during the period of interest. The pixel scale of transmitted images is 70” pixel−1. This corresponded87

to a physical resolution of 43 000 km at McNaught’s head at perihelion. As the dust tail extended from the nucleus88

towards STEREO-A, the physical resolution for the tail was higher, reaching ∼33 000 km pixel−1.89

At the time of the McNaught observations, both HI-1 instruments were being commissioned, and McNaught was90

serendipitously in the field of view as their observations on both spacecraft began. A few 2048 pixel-wide images91

were downlinked during commissioning, but given the large scale of the striae, these do not prove particularly useful92

for this purpose compared to the 1024 pixel-wide images. The data from this instrument were inferred to imply the93

presence of a neutral iron tail at McNaught (Fulle et al., 2007).94

Figure 2 shows an example image of McNaught from STEREO-A HI-1. The fine structure of the dust tail is clear,95

but several artefacts also appear. The HI imagers are primarily designed to image sunlight Thomson scattered by96

tenuous solar wind and transient structures within it, such as coronal mass ejections. The instrument is not designed97

to deal during standard operations with objects that are as bright as McNaught, hence much of the region around the98

coma is overexposed. The particularly bright coma of McNaught caused significant CCD bleeding. Furthermore,99

as the HI cameras do not have shutters (Eyles et al., 2009), as the pixel values are read off the detector, the camera100

continues to collect light, causing the bright background in parts of the image adjacent to the brightest tail regions.101

The sequence of raw data from HI-1 can be viewed here:102

Uploaded Media: hi-1.gif103

With the Multiscale Gaussian Normalisation enhanced version (see section 2.4.1 for details) viewable here:104

Uploaded Media: hi-1-mgn.gif105

The second of the two heliospheric imagers, HI-2, points further off axis with a field of view of 70◦ and solar offset106

of 53.7◦, with the instrument designed to image CMEs all the way to the Earth (Eyles et al., 2009). The bandpass of107

HI-2 is centered on ∼640 nm, with a FWHM of ∼450 nm (Tappin et al., 2015). The pixel scale of transmitted HI-2108

images is 4’ pixel−1, which corresponds to a physical scale at McNaught varying between 90 000 and 200 000km,109

depending on the position in the dust tail.110

Although the nucleus of the comet did not pass into the HI-2 field of view, the extensive tail was present in the111

instrument data for approximately two weeks. Figure 3 shows an example view of McNaught from STEREO-A HI-2.112

Here the fine structure of the tail is much dimmer than in HI-1 images. Complicating the interpretation of some of the113

images is the presence of zodiacal dust, whose surface brightness is comparable to that of the striae.114

The sequence from HI-2 (difference image enhanced as per 2.4.2) can be viewed here:115

Uploaded Media: hi-2-diff.gif116

2.2. STEREO B SECCHI HI117

The HI instrument aboard STEREO-A has the same properties as its sister spacecraft, and both spacecraft were118

still very close to the Earth-Moon system at the time. The instrument door on STEREO-B opened for the first time on119

January 11, so the instrument was in a much earlier stage in its commissioning than its counterpart on STEREO-A.120

Many of its images contain artefacts, and there are fewer images taken at regular intervals. The default FITS headers121

for providing the celestial coordinates provided inconsistent results compared to the background starfields, so the122
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Figure 2: (Left) The view of C/2006 P1 McNaught from STEREO-A HI-1 on 2007 January 14 at 00:01. The sun is centre below relative to
both images (rotated 90◦ clockwise from nominal orientation). Apparent are several issues for the purpose of studying this comet, including
the background intensity of the zodiacal dust at the bottom of the image, as well as overexposure and CCD bleeding around the nucleus and
bright apparition of Venus (bright feature at upper left). (Right) The same image, enhanced with Multiscale Gaussian Normalisation. The process
enhances fine-scale structure in the tail and the faint iron tail, as well as some artifacts, such as the semicircular feature at top, caused by an internal
reflection in the instrument.

astrometry for the files was recalculated independently using the automated service at astrometry.net (Lang et al.,123

2010).124

We note in passing that true stereo images of Comet McNaught were taken by SECCHI HI-1A and HI-1B nineteen125

times between January 12 and 15. An example pair, from 00:01 on January 14, can be seen in Figure 4. The parallax126

effect is clear in the two images, with a ∼0.3◦ shift in background star positions. The separation of the two spacecraft127

was however too small to provide useful information on the three-dimensional distribution of the cometary dust to be128

extracted, e.g. to confirm that the dust lay exclusively in the comet’s orbital plane.129

The HI-2 instrument aboard STEREO-B also captured the edge of the extended tail of McNaught. However, the130

instrument was unfortunately not in focus at this time and so this dataset was disregarded.131

2.3. SOHO LASCO C3132

The SOHO spacecraft resides ∼1 million km sunward of Earth at Sun-Earth Lagrange Point L1. Its LASCO133

coronagraph images a 15◦ wide circle surrounding the Sun (Brueckner et al., 1995), and is responsible for the greatest134

number of comet discoveries (Battams and Knight, 2017). LASCO comprises three instruments; all the McNaught135

data were gathered using coronagraph C3, which covers 3.7 to 30 solar radii from the Sun’s centre, recorded on136

1024 by 1024 pixel images at a spatial resolution of 56 arcsec pix−1. Further technical information on the LASCO137

instrument and its calibration is covered by Morrill et al. (2006).138

Most McNaught images were gathered using a broadband “clear” filter covering wavelengths of 400 to 850 nm.139

These images, whilst capturing a great degree of detail in the dust tail, were overexposed in the comet’s near-nucleus140

and coma regions. They suffer issues with overexposure of McNaught’s bright nucleus, although the effect is less141

severe than with the STEREO heliospheric imagers. The instrument also includes 5 other narrower wavelength range142

filters (Morrill et al., 2006). As has also occurred with other anticipated bright comets, LASCO was commanded to143

obtain numerous images using the color filters when McNaught was within the C3 field of view. In order to maximize144

data return, these images only included subframes of the entire C3 field of view, and were compressed onboard using145

a lossy algorithm prior to transmission to Earth. Despite the lower quality of these images compared to the clear146
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Figure 3: (Left) The view of McNaught’s dust tail from STEREO-A HI-2 on the 2007 January 19 at 00:01. The HI-1 frame and sun are below the
image (rotated 90◦ clockwise from nominal orientation). The zodiacal dust is of comparable brightness to striae. (Right) A difference image of
same frame. This image has been made by subtracting the preceding frame obtained 2 hours earlier.

images, they are very valuable for the study of the striae, as they record structures much closer to the comet’s nucleus147

than in images obtained using the clear filter, which were generally overexposed around the comet’s head. Although148

the clear filter images were least affected by data compression artifacts, much of the analysis of LASCO data here149

concentrates on images obtained using the instrument’s blue filter.150

The LASCO C3 Clear data was used with several calibration algorithms already applied, referred to as Level 1151

calibration. These calibration steps include corrections for the flat field response of the detector, radiometric sensi-152

tivity, stray light, geometric distortion, and vignetting (Morrill et al., 2006). Unfortunately for the Blue filter dataset,153

Level 1 calibration is not available, and the raw level 0 data had to be used instead. In this analysis, as we concentrate154

on the morphology and dynamics of tail features and do not rely on any absolute calibration of the images, we deemed155

the unprocessed Level 0 images to be of sufficient quality for this study. This does however mean that the Sun’s dust156

(F) corona and stray light are present in these images, but these largely structureless background features were largely157

removed by the enhancement techniques described below158

Figure 5 shows a LASCO clear filter image of the comet, enhanced with multiscale gaussian normalisation (Sec-159

tion 2.4.1). McNaught’s nucleus was within the LASCO C3 field of view from 2007 January 12 01:42 UT to January160

15 21:54 UT. The sunward edge of the dust tail remained in the field of view for several hours after the nucleus left,161

but with no clearly discernible structures visible within it.162

The LASCO clear filter sequence (MGN enhanced as per 2.4.1) can be viewed here:163

Uploaded Media:soho_mgn_gif.gif164

Figure 6 shows a combination of imaging data from SOHO LASCO and STEREO SECCHI HI-1 and HI-2,165

demonstrating the relative scales of the images returned by the different instruments.166

2.4. Enhancement techniques167

The dust tail striae are features present over a wide dynamic range in the images. Enhancement techniques were168

found to be required to trace the positions of the striae, and to also address the presence of zodiacal light in the images,169

i.e. the extension of the F corona. Two complementary enhancement techniques were employed. In presenting the170

enhanced images in this paper, as the brightness scale is largely arbitrary, we do not provide quantitative brightness171

values.172
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Figure 4: A true stereo image pair of McNaught from STEREO-A (left) and STEREO-B (right) on 2007 January 14 at 00:01. The images have
been rotated such that ecliptic north is upwards in both, and displayed with a histogram equalization-based brightness scaling.

2.4.1. Multiscale Gaussian Normalisation173

The large range in brightness over the tail region makes it difficult to extract fine structure information over174

the whole range of intensities and physical scales, even with the use of logarithmic brightness scaling. Morgan175

and Druckmüller (2014) developed the Multiscale Gaussian Normalisation technique, MGN, for application to such176

situations. At several length scales, convolution of the image with Gaussian kernels enables the calculation of local177

means and variance. These are used to offset and normalise pixel values locally to a mean of zero and unity standard178

deviation. The set of normalised images are then recombined into a global image, where fine structure across all parts179

of the image are visible. Figure 2 shows the success of this method for revealing fine structure in cometary dust tails.180

The process is very efficient, working in a matter of seconds. We use this technique here for all three datasets.181

2.4.2. Difference images182

In certain cases MGN enhancement fails to enhance fine detail, probably due to noise. After the comet left the183

field of view of the SECCHI Heliospheric imagers, striae persisted in the tail and gradually faded from view. The184

features could eventually no longer be resolved by eye, even with MGN enhancement. However, difference images185

created by subtracting the previous image frame from each image reveal faint fine structure. This allows us to extend186

the useful range of data by several days.187

2.5. Ground Based Data188

The comet reached a peak magnitude of -5.5 (Marsden, 2007), when it was visible in the daylight sky near the Sun.189

Post-perihelion, it was easily visible to the naked eye in the southern hemisphere, when the nucleus was not observable190

from north of the equator. Some older striae were however visible from the northern hemisphere during that period.191

Many professional and amateur astronomers photographed the object. Here we have used wide angle photographs192

taken by author Sebastian Deiries at the European Southern Observatory in Chile, and wide angle photographs and193

composites taken by author Miroslav Drückmuller in Chile and Argentina.194

3. Methodology195

3.1. Motivation196

Dust tail structures have traditionally been investigated using Monte-Carlo models of dust populations, and com-197

paring the results directly to images of comets. Many such studies have been successful, but these approaches do198

7
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Figure 5: The view of McNaught from the SOHO LASCO C3 coronagraph, using the clear filter, on January 15 at 00:53 UT. The image has been
enhanced using the MGN technique (Section 2.4.1). The bright object near the comet is Mercury. Celestial north is up.

have limitations. Kharchuk and Korsun (2010) reported on their efforts to model the striae visible in McNaught’s tail.199

The results were somewhat satisfactory, but failed to reproduce the correct orientation of the striae, which in their200

simulations were aligned with the position of the comet’s nucleus, and were therefore synchronic bands caused by201

variations in dust release rates at the nucleus.202

Traditionally synchrone and syndyne lines are plotted alongside on overlaid onto images, which does allow for the203

model to be intuitively matched to the tail by eye. However, this method suffers due to the compression of lines near204

the nucleus, and rarefaction in the furthest and oldest regions of the tail. It is therefore difficult to relate dust features205

in these regions to one another, particularly across long time sequences where near nucleus features may have traveled206

out and reached the far tail, and especially when the viewing geometry or instrument has changed.207

We introduce here a new dust tail analysis technique which presents dust features in a consistent way, by morphing208

images of comets onto a matrix of assumed dust age and sensitivity to solar radiation pressure. This temporal mapping209

technique has several advantages:210

1. A single dust tail feature can be analyzed over an extended period of time, despite changes in its physical scale,211

transient motion and viewing orientation212

2. Changes in the dust tail during periods when the appearance of a tail changes rapidly can be easily resolved213

3. Issues concerning observing geometry are removed, e.g. when the observer is close to the orbital plane of the214

comet and dust tail features are foreshortened215

4. Images of an individual comet tail obtained by different observers can be easily compared216

5. Important additional parameters, such as heliocentric distance, orbital plane coordinates and dust phase angle217

can be considered and evaluated for the observations218

We have implemented the temporal mapping technique in Python, as detailed below. As McNaught was a very bright,219

high activity comet for which we have high quality dust tail imaging data, it is a perfect subject for the application of220

the technique.221

3.2. The Finson Probstein model222

The Finson-Probstein model provides a good basis for cometary dust tail modelling (Finson and Probstein, 1968).223

This assumes that only gravity and radiation pressure act on the dust grains after their release from the nucleus. Using224

the parameter βr introduced in Section 1.1, an equation of motion for a dust particle can be based on the acceleration225

a, defined by:226

a =
−GMs(1 − βr)

r2
(2)

8
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Where r is the heliocentric distance, a the acceleration of the dust outwards in the heliocentric radial direction, G227

the gravitational constant and Ms the solar mass. We make several assumptions in our use of the model:228

1. The dust is ejected with zero velocity relative to the comet and hence the physics only evolves in two dimen-229

sions; the dust tail structure remains entirely in the orbital plane of the comet. Whilst the sublimating gas in230

reality imparts a velocity to the dust grains, the initial motion is smaller than the velocity imparted by radiation231

pressure and gravity. Studies of comets at orbital plane crossings show that the bulk of the dust tail remains232

close to the orbital plane to a reasonable approximation. However, there is some initial sorting of grain size233

due to smaller particles being accelerated to higher speeds before decoupling from the outflowing gas. As we234

assume the dust is sorted by the time it reaches the far tail, this is not significant.235

2. The value of βr is constant for a particular dust particle. As dust fragments or sublimates, the value of βr will236

be affected. Striae models that include fragmentation and its effects are discussed in section 1.1.237

3. The optical thickness of the dust cloud does not affect the βr value over time.238

Note that our technique makes no assumptions about the mass or the physical cross-section of the individual dust239

grains. We only define a βr value for each grain.240

These assumptions reduce the problem to two parameters: βr, and the time of dust particle emission, denoted by241

te. Each image is therefore deterministic, where every combination of βr and te values maps to a unique position in242

the tail.243

3.3. Creating a temporal map244

Creating a temporal map requires the following:245

1. Astrometry for the image; effectively right ascension, RA, and declination, dec, for every pixel. For spacecraft246

data in FITS format this is often accessible in the FITS metadata. For ground based images it can usually be247

determined using the astrometry.net website (Lang et al., 2010).248

2. Orbital ephemerides for the comet and its observer location relative to the sun. We use ephemerides from249

NASA’s JPL Horizons system (Giorgini et al., 1997). A one minute temporal resolution is used to guarantee250

positional accuracy.251

3. The time of the image. For spacecraft data this is known, and many ground based observers provide this with252

their images. Otherwise it is necessary to manually calculate this by using the celestial coordinates of the comet.253

If the astrometry for the background image is correct, then the exact position of the comet in the image and thus254

its location along its orbit can be used together with the orbit ephemeris to calculate the time at which an image255

was taken.256

For a desired mapping with a known range of βr and te, a temporal map is produced as follows:257

1. Perform a trajectory simulation for each required βr and te value. Using the te value, the corresponding ini-258

tial condition of the comet is found. The dust is then numerically modelled using the following differential259

equations, which are adapted from equation 2:260

d
dt

(
~r
~v

)
=

(
0 1

−GMs(1−βr)
|~r|3 0

) (
~r
~v

)
(3)

To solve the numerical equation, we use the 4th order Runge Kutta method (Karim, 1966). The dust motion is261

calculated up until the light travel corrected time of the dust is exactly that at which the image was taken.262

2. Once all the values are calculated and converted to RA and dec, the Finson-Probstein grid can be plotted over263

the image to give a visual check that the correct parameters have been used.264

3. For each unique position in the image corresponding to particular values of βr and te, a pixel value is extracted265

from the image. We convert the RA and dec coordinates of each modelled dust grain back into image coordinates266

using the FITS metadata, and linearly interpolate the four pixel values (from the four pixel centres that form267

the box containing the converted image coordinates) to get a pixel value for each βr and te. We plot these pixel268

values with βr on the new Y axis. The date and time of each te value is plotted on the X axis, for a selected269

range of dates.270
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For observations over several days, dust tail features can be held static in the temporal map, showing the evolution271

over time without relative motion effects from observer or comet. Furthermore, with multiple datasets, these maps272

can be mosaicked together. This allows not only for a comparative study of the same features observed with different273

instruments, but also for the dynamic range of the temporal map to be extended beyond the scope of single instruments.274

3.4. Limitations275

It is important to note that in producing the the temporal maps, whilst the method does preserve the relative276

brightnesses of various parts of the tail, it does distort the relative apparent proportions of pixels with particular277

brightnesses. It is not therefore a tool for accurate photometric analysis, nor was it meant to be one.278

In addition, we do not account for the strong phase angle dependencies encountered when observing forward279

scattered light, which contributes to the relative brightness gradient across the dust tail. Our method is not suitable for280

extracting dust size distributions, as we do not preserve the photometry nor consider the third dimensional aspect of281

the tail, e.g. Fulle (2004).282

4. Results283

4.1. Overview of McNaught Tail Features284

From Earth and the cluster of spacecraft surrounding it, the orbit plane angle was ∼25◦ at the start of observations285

on 2007 January 11, rising to a maximum of ∼35◦ on January 16. This good viewing geometry, well outside the286

comet’s orbital plane, allowed for the distinctive fan shape of the dust tail to be observed from Earth. At its most287

extensive, McNaught’s tail reached visible lengths of just under 1 AU; on January 25, 15 day old dust of βr ∼2288

extended to 0.975 AU from the nucleus.289

The tail displayed a bimodal size distribution. Studying the dust maps with unprocessed data, the two peaks of290

this distribution appear centered on βr ∼0.7 and ∼1.3.291

The dust structures in the bimodal striated tail were generally visible for 12-16 days, although dust at lower βr that292

was 24 days old could be discerned in difference images from STEREO-A HI-1. Using a combination of STEREO293

and ground based data (Figure 7), a temporal map (Figure 8) was produced showing three weeks’ worth of dust being294

visible on 2007 January 21.295

4.2. Striae Morphology296

Using the STEREO-A HI-1, HI-2 and the SOHO LASCO C3 Clear filter datasets, a sequence of 339 temporal297

maps was created, showing the main dust tail; i.e. 0.2 ≤ βr ≤ 3, from 2007 January 11 00:00 UT until January 25298

02:00 UT. This sequence is available as an animation at the following link:299

Uploaded Media: main_striae_evolution_sequence.gif300

Some selected frames from this sequence are shown in Figure 9.301

First, we note that all dust tail structures appear clearly and remain stationary with respect to both apparent nucleus302

release time and βr in the temporal maps, which indicates the success of the method. Although striae generally303

appear linear in the original images, their profiles are curved in the projections presented here. The logarithmic βr304

scale removes some of the curvature, allowing easier analysis of the features. If the striae had originated as nuclear305

outbursts, then they would appear as vertical features in the temporal maps, i.e. dust in each stria being of all the same306

apparent age. As expected based on earlier studies, striae instead appear inclined in these projections, implying that307

they do not form as near–instantaneous outbursts of dust of varying βr at the nucleus. The slope of the features implies308

that the highest βr dust in each stria is youngest, and the lowest βr particles the oldest. This interpretation is however309

dependent on a nucleus source.310

The lowest βr particles being the oldest sections of each stria is consistent with fragmentation of larger (generally311

lower βr) grains leading to the release of lower mass (generally higher βr) particles.312
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Figure 6: The view of the comet as seen from STEREO and SOHO on 2007 January 15 at 12:00 UT. The SOHO LASCO C3 field of view is the
region at lower right centered on the Sun. STEREO SECCHI HI1-A is the tilted square image containing the bulk of the comet’s dust tail. The
STEREO SECCHI HI2-A image is the leftmost panel, containing the outermost fringes of the dust tail, with the zodiacal light also apparent.

Figure 7: The view of the comet as seen from STEREO and Earth on 2007 January 21 at 01:00 UT, in STEREO SECCHI HI1-A and HI2-A
(both frames enhanced by subtraction of the preceding images to enhance differences), and a colour image taken from the European Southern
Observatory, Chile by author SD.
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Figure 8: Three week temporal map of the dust tail on January 21 at 01:00 UT, from STEREO HI-1 and HI-2 difference images and from Earth.
This is a temporally mapped version of the mosaic shown in Figure 7.

4.3. Neutral Iron Tail and Associated Features313

Another noteworthy feature is the neutral iron tail. This appears as a separate, thin tail at high βr. Theoretical314

calculations show that neutral iron would have an equivalent βr of ∼6, which provides a reasonable fit to the location315

of the tail (Fulle et al., 2007). Additionally, we note here from difference image from the HI-1 camera that material316

can be seen filling the gap between this iron tail and the main dust tail.317

The iron tail was visible within both the STEREO-A HI-1 and HI-2 datasets. We created two maps to show this318

higher βr region including features out to and including the iron tail. A series of 72 temporal maps using difference319

images shows features between 1 ≤ βr ≤ 9, from 00:00 UT on the 12th January 2007 until 00:00 UT on the 18th320

January. This sequence is available as an animation at the following link:321

Uploaded Media: iron_tail_difference.gif322

This sequence shows the material between the iron tail and main tail, and a frame from this sequence can be seen in323

Figure 10.324

Using the STEREO-A HI-1 data with a MGN enhancement, we created another series of 56 temporal maps325

focusing on the iron tail where 4 ≤ βr ≤ 9, from 2007 January 12 02:00 UT until January 16 20:00 UT. This sequence326

is available as an animation at the following link:327

iron_tail_MGN.gif328

A frame from this sequence can be seen in Figure 11.329
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Figure 9: Sequence of three temporal maps based on images taken 24 hours apart, which show the progressive disruption and realignment of the
striae in the dust tail.
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(a) STEREO-A HI-1 difference image. (b) Same image and concurrent HI-2 frame temporally mapped.

Figure 10: Striae features between the main dust tail and iron tail on January 15 at 12:00 UT, accentuated through the use of the difference image
technique. Panel (a) shows an original difference image from SECCHI-HI1. The upper tail is believed to be a neutral iron tail (Fulle et al., 2007).
Near-linear features are seen to connect the main dust tail to the inferred iron tail for βr=3–7. Panel (b) shows the same image presented as a
temporal map.

The iron tail appears clearly, at high βr. Our temporal mapping suggests that βr ∼7 is a closer fit to the position330

and orientation of the iron tail, as opposed to the value of βr ∼6 given by Fulle et al. (2007). The tail appears to be331

undetectable beyond an age of ∼4.5 days. However, as the iron tail is a fast moving young feature compared to the332

main tail, it spreads over a large βr range of 5.5 to 8.5. Additionally, like the main tail, the iron tail was also apparently333

striated. Vertical features in the temporal maps no more than two days old can be seen in these iron tail maps. These334

orientations are compatible with instantaneous release of material from the nucleus.335

Mapping the region between the iron tail and main tail reveals a band of fainter, higher βr striae, only visible in336

difference images. These reveal that many of the striae in the main tail extend from where βr ∼1, to higher values,337

often reaching βr ∼8, i.e. forming features that extend into the main portion of the iron tail.338

Dust of βr this high is not reported to be commonly observable (Fulle, 2004), or explainable by traditional theory339

(Burns et al., 1979), although considerations of the relatively recent in situ observations of fluffy dust aggregates by340

Rosetta instruments (e.g. Bentley et al. 2016) has yet to make its way into radiation pressure theory.341

We propose several explanations for these features. These striae may form from a Sekanina or Nishioka type342

fragmentation process, which could release iron atoms contained within the parent dust. These atoms would then drift343

anti-sunward with a much higher βr than observed in a typical striae, but wouldn’t reach the iron tail proper, whose344

position is consistent with release from the nucleus, instead filling the gap between.345

Alternatively, these very high βr features may represent a continuum of even smaller grains. For very small346

particles approaching the wavelength scales of light, the relative magnitudes of forces for such small grains due to347

radiation pressure are smaller than for larger particles. That is, the effective βr doesn’t increase as rapidly as a function348

of decreasing size and concurrent increase in cross-sectional area:mass ratio. When grains become comparable in size349

to the wavelength of the solar photons impinging on them, radiation pressure becomes ineffective, as does the ability350

of very high βr grains to scatter light.351

4.4. Striae Formation352

Using the SOHO LASCO C3 Blue filter dataset, a sequence of 70 temporal maps was created. These maps cover353

the range 0.3 ≤ βr ≤ 2.5, from 2007 January 12 20:45 UT until January 15 18:45 UT. This sequence is available as an354

animation at the following link:355

Uploaded media: formation_sequence_linear.gif356
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Figure 11: Fine-scale structure in the iron tail as seen from STEREO-A HI-1. The vertical orientation of several January 13 features is consistent
with abrupt release from the cometary nucleus on that date.

Striated features are clearly present, however due to the strong brightness gradient across the tail, they are difficult357

to track. The same sequence is presented again, with a simple unsharp mask applied to each frame by subtracting a358

Gaussian blurred version of the image. The unsharp masked sequence is available here:359

Uploaded media: formation_sequence_enhanced.gif360

A few frames from both sequences are shown in Figure 12.361

Remarkably, this sequence captures the formation of several striae; the authors believe that this is the first time362

that this process has been captured. From the features for which there are several days’ worth of visibility, we explore363

the characteristics of formation for any clues on which mechanism might provide the best explanation.364

Striated features appear to form in the dust approximately 2 to 2.5 days after release from the nucleus, assuming365

that the Finson-Probstein model is correct.366

Visually, the striae usually form as juxtaposed regions that both brighten and darken. The smooth tail from which367

they form displays no sign of any detectable variations in brightness above background gradients. The appearance of368

features only reveals fully formed striae. We note that striae do not form in strict chronological order according to369

dust release; more prominent features seem to form from younger dust and may do so before all corresponding older370

dust has become striated. The observed formation is therefore suggestive of a rearrangement of existing dust, rather371

than of fragmentation occurring on a specific timescale.372

Additionally we note that a particularly large gap forms from dust released up to and around midnight on January373

12. This feature forms on the morning of January 14, as seen in Figure 12, and remains notable throughout the LASCO374

C3 and STEREO-A HI-1 images taken after that time. We refer to this feature henceforth as the notch.375

In order to understand precisely the role of solar radiation in the formation of these features, an additional mapping376

technique has been created for this sequence. We follow all the same steps as in section 3.3, the only difference being377

that instead of plotting with te on the x-axis, we instead align features on this axis along radial sunward lines. To label378

these features, we refer to the time at which each sunward line would have been crossed by the comet nucleus. This379

sequence is available here:380

Uploaded media: sunward_aligned_formation.gif381

A frame from this sequence and its original temporal map are shown in figure 13.382

Studying the images taken by author M.D., we note that striae apparently continued to form many days after383

perihelion; figure 14 shows dust released on the January 20 still appears to display striated characteristics.384
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Figure 12: A sequence of four pairs of temporal maps of the younger dust tail as seen in the SOHO LASCO C3 Blue filter datasets. The left images
are temporal maps of the raw data, and the right images are the same temporal maps enhanced to show the structure. Across a 9 hour period,
structures form from dust released on the 11th January.
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Figure 13: Snapshot of striae formation observed by LASCO C3 with its Blue filter. A narrow stria is visible in the temporal map in panel (a) that
has recently formed from dust released early on January 12. Panel (b) shows the same data projected such that each tail section is plotted against
the time when the nucleus lay along the radial line from the Sun to the tail section. Features aligned with the local radial sunward direction will
therefore appear vertical. The January 12 stria in (a) appears to be perfectly aligned with sunward, as do both of the dark lanes that formed either
side of it. Note that time runs from left to right in panel (b), with the youngest tail regions on the left.

4.5. Striae Disruption and Reorganisation385

Before the temporal mapping was applied to the STEREO-A HI-1 dataset, it was already clear that some process386

was disrupting the striae. Initially, the striae appeared at straight features as expected, as can be seen in Figure 4. By387

January 16, many individual striae close to the nucleus had lost their distinct form. The younger tail section appeared388

more as a loose assortment of apparently interleaved striae-like features, shown in Figure 15. The orientation of389

original striae can be loosely made out, as well as a secondary orientation of the disrupted features, which point390

roughly sunward.391

Figure 16 shows this change in structuring more clearly. In this image, the older striae still maintain their original392

morphology, however, later on they too become disrupted, and the disruption appears to commence at a fixed region393

in inertial space. This rearrangement of striae eventually affected all parts of the dust tail observed by SECCHI394

HI, including the parts further from the Sun only observed by HI-2. This progressive realignment, generally affecting395

younger dust first, and then the older material, rules out an explanation that the process is due to some kind of temporal396

dependence of the properties of the emitted dust, as might appear at first. The most likely explanation is therefore397

some kind of spatially-based one in which a localised phenomenon gradually affects the entire tail.398

Before any further analysis can be done, the nature of the disruptive process must be better understood. This is399

hard to define purely from the original images, in a spatial and temporal sense, due to the transient motion and change400

in viewing conditions of the tail. We therefore targeted the development of the temporal mapping described here to401

allow for the precise description of this disruption process.402

This is where the temporal map that we have created of the main tail becomes important (Figure 9):403

Uploaded Media: main_striae_evolution_sequence.gif404

As was mentioned, this gives a view of the main dust tail where 0.2 ≤ βr ≤ 3, which is the affected region. By405

utilising multiple datasets we can gather a two week picture from 2007 January 11 00:00 UT, before any disruption406

has occurred, until January 25 02:00 UT, well after the disruption begins, allowing us to see how it permanently affects407

the tail structure.408

From the inspection of this temporal map sequence, more conclusions can be drawn about the disruptive process,409

and the form of the reorganisation process is immediately more clear. The bright stria with βr = 1 for dust released on410

January 9 in Figure 9 provides a good example. On midnight on January 14 it has just started to be affected, appearing411

still as a definite feature with some variation. One day later, the disruption has started to occur to the lower βr dust in412

the striae, forming some interleaved striae. This takes the form of thin, striated features which appear to transect the413

pre-existing striae at a different angle. After another day, the stria no longer exists as a continuous structure, instead414

appearing as a feature comprised of many different sections of interleaved striae.415
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Figure 14: Unenhanced temporal map of image taken in Argentina by author M.D., capturing the last striae observed to form to the authors’
knowledge during McNaught’s apparition. The “notch” is at the extreme left of this map.

Unfortunately there are some limitations of the mapping accuracy at the beginning of the sequence. The slightly416

imperfect astrometric data of the original STEREO-A HI files during instrument commissioning means that features417

on January 11 and 12 move around slightly in the temporal maps. This motion is strictly non physical, and is only418

due to inconsistencies in the FITS metadata during the beginning of the temporal sequence. Additionally, as this dust419

is younger and the tail fills less of the HI-1 field of view, there is a sharpening of features as the tail expands and the420

sampling rate of the mapping improves. Finally there is a six hour data gap between 16:00 and 22:00 on January 12.421

These effects mean that it is hard to pinpoint the exact time at which reorganisation starts within the striae. At422

best, we can say that global striae reorganisation is first observed definitively on January 13, when the first of the423

interleaved striae are seen. The reorganization appears to begin at a fixed region in inertial space, i.e. consistent with424

a change in the space environment which the comet and its tail are traversing.425

4.6. Evidence of Solar Wind Effects426

The most obvious candidate for a cause of the strong localised striae reorganiastion is the variation in the solar427

wind conditions at the comet. To investigate the likely solar wind conditions at McNaught, we extracted the modelled428

conditions nearest to the comet’s nucleus in the CORHEL inner heliosphere MHD simulation (Odstrcil et al., 2004),429

for Carrington Rotation 2052 (2007 January 8 to February 4). The model run employed solar magnetogram data from430

both SOLIS and the Wilcox Solar Observatory (the latter not shown). Due to its high orbital inclination, McNaught431

was only within the ±60◦ heliolatitude simulation domain during 2007 January 11 to 19.432

The global corona is modelled by the Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS) 3D MHD code (Linker433

et al., 1999; Mikić et al., 1999). Photospheric magnetic field observations provide the boundary conditions, from434

which initial conditions are derived by a potential field solution to the photospheric radial field, a uniform boundary435

density and a Parker-type solar wind outflow. The MAS coronal solution acts as a boundary condition for the he-436

liospheric model, in this case the ENLIL 3D ideal MHD code developed at NOAA/SEC, e.g., Odstrcil (2003), and437

references therein. ENLIL’s standard computational domain covers 30 solar radii to 1 AU, and -60◦ to +60◦ in solar438

latitude. See Odstrcil et al. (2004) and Luhmann et al. (2004) for details of the code coupling. The heliospheric439

solution was allowed to relax to a steady state.440
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Figure 15: The tail of McNaught on 2007 January 16 at 00:01, as seen from HI-1 on STEREO-A. The nucleus has just left the field of view.
At the younger end of the tail the striated form of the tail that was seen earlier (e.g. Figure 4) has been replaced by striae-like features with a
more disrupted appearance. The far end of the tail where the features are oldest still maintains its striated structure, although later it too becomes
disrupted. The “notch” feature referred to in the text is visible at extreme lower left.

The CORHEL results, using SOLIS input data, are presented in Figures 17 and 18. The results based on both441

SOLIS and Wilcox Solar Observatory data (the latter not shown in Figure 17, but qualitatively similar) imply a clear442

change in solar wind conditions centered on early January 13, when the nucleus crossed the heliospheric current sheet,443

HCS, that separates regions of opposite heliospheric magnetic field polarity. McNaught crossed from the northern444

hemisphere’s then inward magnetic polarity to the southern outward polarity. Around the HCS crossing were solar445

wind plasma changes associated with the comet crossing the streamer belt, including a drop in plasma temperature, a446

significant increase in solar wind number density, and a drop in solar wind speed. A second, more modest period of447

varying solar wind conditions was centered on early January 15, visible in Figure 17 as a region of slower solar wind448

associated with a large equatorial active region at Carrington longitude ∼245◦.449

The clear correlation between the obvious changes in the striae orientation and the crossing of the HCS by Mc-450

Naught presents, in our opinion, a persuasive case that the dust grains in McNaught’s tail show clear evidence of an451

interaction between the solar wind and comet. The most obvious reason for such an observable change coincident452

with the HCS crossing is the expected large change in the Lorentz force acting on electrically charged particles. The453

Lorentz force is associated with the motional electric field generated by the solar wind flow past the comet. A reversal454

in heliospheric magnetic field direction associated with a HCS crossing would result in a potentially dramatic change455

in direction of the Lorentz force. Electrically charged grains south of the HCS would therefore be accelerated in a456

different direction to that induced by the Lorentz force direction north of the HCS. Such an observable effect associ-457

ated with a HCS crossing was predicted by Horanyi and Mendis (1987), and described more recently by Mendis and458

Horányi (2013).459

Kramer et al. (2014) inferred an observable effect on charged dust in the tail of C/1996 O1 (Hale-Bopp) when460

at large heliocentric distances. Finding a dust tail at surprisingly large heliocentric distances of 21.6 and 27.2 AU,461

they found the Finson-Probstein model alone to be insufficient to explain even the basic orientation of the tail. Out462

of several candidate forces, they found the Lorentz force the best explanation for the shape, inferring its importance463

to dust dynamics at high heliocentric distances. This is due to the Lorentz force having only a r−1 dependence with464

heliocentric distance. Whilst we are dealing here with small heliocentric distances, the result that the dust is charged465

strongly enough for its motion to be affected is important.466
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We regard a comprehensive study of the changing solar wind effects on the comet as being outside the scope of467

this paper, and we therefore defer such a study to a later publication. Several complicating factors in understanding468

the nature of the dust-solar wind interactions include the fact that the estimated solar wind conditions that we can469

easily derive are those for the comet’s head only, whereas the striae which are observed to change in orientation are up470

to 0.4 AU further away from the Sun. We also note that the HCS is distorted at a comet’s head due to magnetic field471

line-draping; dust particles in the coma in particular will therefore have likely encountered a complex magnetic field472

structure, not a relatively simple reversal of magnetic field direction. In addition, as local undulations in the HCS may473

exist, and as the line of intersection between the comet’s orbit and the HCS is gradually changing with the rotation of474

the sun and the propagation of solar wind structures, the exact locations in inertial space where the Lorentz force is475

modified in the tail may be changing with time.476

It is possible to estimate the comparative magnitude of a Lorentz force to radiation pressure and gravity. At an477

average position in the tail at a heliocentric distance of 0.25 AU, this is roughly:478

aFP =
(1 − βr)GM�

r2
≈ (1 − βr) 0.1ms−2 (4)

The Lorentz force can be formulated as:479

~aLorentz =
q
m

[(~vdust − ~vsw) × ~B] (5)

The solar wind speed ~vsw dominates above the dust speed ~vdust and so the azimuthal component of the magnetic480

field is the most important component. The charge to mass ratio can be related to βr (Kramer et al., 2014):481

q
m

=
12ε0V

C2
β2

r
ρd

Q2
pr

(6)

Allowing for an estimate of the magnitude of the Lorentz force to be made:482

aLorentz =
12ε0V

C2
β2

r
ρd

Q2
pr

Bφvsw (7)

Assuming dust is charged to +5V, with ρd = 1000kgm−3 and Qpr = 1, taking the values of Bφ = 10nT and483

vsw = 300kms−1 from figure 18, and using the constant C = 5.76 × 10−4kgm−2, we can obtain a guess for the484

magnitude of the Lorentz force as:485

aLorentz = β2
r 0.005ms−2 (8)

Hence, assuming a continuous Lorentz force acting on the dust when the comet was still north of the current486

sheet and associated streamer belt, at the HCS crossing where we see a change from Bφ from 10 nT to -10 nT, the487

orientation change of the Lorentz force may account for a sudden perturbation in the motion of the dust. This could488

be at least 10% the magnitude of gravity and radiation pressure, and higher for high βr dust, which is easily enough to489

affect the dynamics of the dust. The implication that the Lorentz force clearly has observable effects – that may only490

become readily apparent when the strength and/or direction of that force changes – should be included in any future491

comprehensive studies of cometary dust dynamics. We note that Kimura et al. (1985) concluded that the behaviour492

of striae in C/1957 P1 (Mrkos) and C/1975 V1 (West) implied the presence of nonradial perturbations which they493

concluded were most likely Lorentz forces, with a more general discussion of solar wind effects on dust at comets494

being also discussed around that time by Ip et al. (1985).495

The implications of the Lorentz force’s observable effects include a complication in the interpretation of striae.496

Once the comet crossed the current sheet, there were three “families” of dust present in the tail:497

1. those released prior to crossing the HCS, and still north of the HCS, and unperturbed by any change in the498

motional electric field499

2. those released prior to crossing the HCS, but had subsequently crossed the HCS during which time their dy-500

namical behaviour has been altered501

3. those released after HCS crossing, in a “new” near-steady magnetic field regime, and hence unaffected by502

changes during the HCS crossing itself503
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A careful future study of the relative behaviour of these three families of particles could provide useful constraints504

on the magnitude of the forces involved, and could in turn improve our understanding of the relationship between the505

inherent βr value of dust grains, their actual masses, and their cross-sectional area to radiation pressure.506

In future studies of these effects, it should also be borne in mind that changes in the dynamic pressure of the solar507

wind may also be detectable, e.g. Gustafson (1994); Minato et al. (2004), especially when reasonably close to the Sun508

where the solar wind number density is relatively high. We note that the formation of the prominent “notch” feature509

so close to the time when the nucleus was apparently crossings the HCS may be related to the then-rapidly changing510

solar wind conditions at the comet’s head.511

4.7. Striae Lifetime512

The extended observational dataset used here allows individual striae to be tracked for longer than in previous513

studies that were based on much smaller ground based datasets. This enabled us to study the longevity of the striae;514

in particular using the STEREO-A HI-1 and HI-2 datasets, and also loosely relate the dependence of these lifetimes515

on β.516

Striae remain visible in both maps when studying difference images, although the signal to noise ratio at times is517

extremely poor due to the noise associated with the moving background starfield. A statistical extraction of the signal518

is therefore difficult and we are therefore reliant on the somewhat flawed method of visual inspection. In particular519

we run into two observational biases: we expect to see features and may be convinced that we can see some after they520

may have actually disappeared, and we may have a heightened ability to see moving features.521

This leads to a discrepancy between methods of study. Looking at individual temporal mapped frames, striated522

features in STEREO-A HI-1 data remain just visible until around midday on January 22, and those in HI-2 can be523

seen until midday on the 27th. Looking however at an animation of the original difference enhanced FITS images,524

the relative motion of the striae actually allows our eyes to continue to perceive the presence features for a few extra525

days, in HI-1 until January 24 and HI-2 until the 30th.526

The temporal maps do allow for the original release times of the released striae material and their β ranges to be527

read off easily and these can be cross referenced with the original images to work out which are the longest surviving528

striae. The oldest HI-1 features are at 0.5 ≤ β ≤ 0.8 and date back to midday on 2006 December 29, meaning the529

oldest features are just over 26 days old. In HI-2, the longest lasting striated features are at 1.2 ≤ β ≤ 1.8 and were530

formed on January 7 to 8, making them 23 days old. These two samples roughly represent the two peaks of the531

bimodal dust distribution.532

For the material within the iron tail, lifetimes are much shorter than in the main dust tail, with features disappearing533

from temporal maps within 5 days. If this material is indeed composed of iron atoms, then this is controlled by534

the atoms’ photoionization lifetime, as studied by (Fulle et al., 2007). If grains exist in this tail, then this inverse535

relation of apparent lifetime to β may be mainly due to higher β features spreading out more quickly and reducing in536

surface brightness faster than the main dust tail. There may also be some dependence on increased fragmentation and537

destruction by sublimation of smaller grain sizes.538

5. Conclusions and Discussion539

5.1. The Temporal Mapping Technique540

The temporal mapping technique, published here for the first time, has proven itself to be a very useful method for541

the direct analysis of cometary dust tails. It allows for effects of physical scale, transient motion and observer geometry542

to be removed, and has enabled us to combine and investigate numerous images of McNaught from different sources.543

This co-mapping has proven to be very successful, with tail features remaining steady at the fixed formation age-βr544

location in phase space. The authors plan to apply this analysis method to other comets in the future.545

5.2. Dust-Solar Wind Interactions546

The McNaught observations confirm that solar wind conditions can have a significant effect on observable dust547

tail structure. We believe that the most likely cause of the observed effects are due to changes in the Lorentz force,548

as previously predicted (Horanyi and Mendis, 1987). One puzzling aspect of the striae rearrangement associated with549

the HCS crossing is that the effect is observable at all. It has been known for many years that charged dust grains’550
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trajectories can be affected by Lorentz forces, but these have only been observed previously by in situ observations in551

various solar system contexts, e.g. Strub et al. (2015); Hsu et al. (2011), and these populations have been generally552

regarded as being too small for remote observation in the visible range.553

For example, studies of Jupiter’s gossamer ring particles with the Galileo spacecraft dust detector revealed the554

presence of high inclination grains down to ∼0.3 µm in scale that were not visible in images of the same ring (Hamilton555

and Krüger, 2008), where particles only a few µm across and larger were detectable. The observations presented here,556

together with those of Kramer et al. (2014), imply that grains strongly susceptible to electrodynamic forces are larger557

than had been previously anticipated. The authors plan to make quantitative estimates of the masses and effective558

areas of these grains as part of a future study.559

5.3. Striae Formation560

Assuming that our interpretation of the solar wind interaction is correct, some aspects of the observed changes in561

the striae on crossing the HCS can help provide constraints on the proposed striae formation processes.562

If the Sekanina and Farrell (1980) two-step formation process is responsible for striae, then each stria would563

contain a progressively higher βr with increasing distance from the Sun, hence the regions of striae farthest from the564

Sun would exclusively contain the highest βr (generally lowest mass) grains. In this situation, the furthest extremities565

of the striae would therefore be most susceptible to the Lorentz force, and to changes to it, hence to a HCS crossing.566

If instead the Nishioka (1998) “cascade” striae formation process is operating, each stria would contain a more567

homogeneous distribution of βr values along its length, as a result of multiple fragmentation events leading to the568

formation of each linear structure. Crossing the HCS with this βr distribution would lead us to expect disruption to569

occur throughout the length of a stria on the reversal in polarity of the heliospheric magnetic field, and hence a change570

in the Lorentz force direction.571

The appearance of “interleaved” striae after the HCS crossings is certainly in better agreement with the latter572

scenario, with multiple regions along each stria showing a displaced portion. Our analysis strongly suggests that573

Nishioka’s “cascade” model best fits the observations, and that striae are not formed in single fragmentation events,574

at least for Comet McNaught.575

The mechanism detailed by Froehlich and Notni (1988) also explicitly considers the co-existence of multiple βr576

dust along the striae due to optical thickness effects. They claim that higher relative βr particles may exist on one577

side a cloud furthest from the sun, with lower βr particles existing on the near side. Although Steckloff and Jacobson578

(2016) do not make any such definitive statements, we note that due to the cascading formation of striae it should579

allow for these “interleaved” striae to be present.580

We again note the remarkable sequence of stria formation recorded by LASCO and presented in section 4.4. Each581

stria appears to essentially form as a largely complete region which suddenly brightens over 6-9 hours. If a Sekanina582

or Nishioka type formation process was occurring, the striae would form from parent particles of a small range of βr,583

and would then spread out as the daughter particles distinguished themselves by their characteristic βr. There is little584

observational evidence to suggest a mechanism where they extend in βr as time progresses, except perhaps at the high585

and low βr ends of the striae.586

Some striae appear to form almost perfectly aligned with the radial direction from the sun, a good example high-587

lighted earlier in figure 13. Many such striae also form in conjunction with dark lanes adjacent to the striae, giving the588

appearance of material being swept together to form striae. These effects are both consistent with, and appear to hint589

towards the role of optical thickness and shadowing mechanisms having importance in the formation of some striae,590

as detailed in Froehlich and Notni (1988).591

Striae do not form chronologically with dust ejection time. This is quite well explained by the high variability in592

the “Sublimation-YORP”, or SYORP, timescales proposed in the work of Steckloff and Jacobson (2016), although it593

is not strictly forbidden by any of the other mechanisms.594

As the directly-observed stria formation took place during January 15, when from the CORHEL model we expect595

that the comet was undergoing changes in its solar wind environment, we tentatively speculate that those particular596

striae may be formed through a change in the comet’s solar wind conditions, rather than through a fragmentation-only597

process that may be responsible for many, if not most, of these spectacular structures.598
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Figure 16: The tail of McNaught on 2007 January 15 at 02:01 UT, as captured by HI-1 on STEREO-A, enhanced by subtracting a gaussian blurred
version of the frame. The two insets show the clear difference between (a) the “interleaved” striae towards the south (left) part of the image, and
(b) a region where striae remain largely near-parallel towards the north. The progression from near-aligned to interleaved spreads across the whole
tail over time, as the comet moves towards the south.
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Figure 17: A Mercator projection map of CORHEL modelled solar wind speeds for Carrington rotation 2052 - largely January 2007 - at a distance
of 30 solar radii. Speeds range from 300 kms−1 (dark blue) to ∼750 kms−1 (red). The heliospheric current sheet, HCS, is traced by the white
line. The thin black horizontal line shows the sub-Earth position during this solar rotation. McNaught’s track is the inclined black line; motion
was from north to south. McNaught entered the simulation domain at around 40 solar radii, reached perihelion at 36.7 solar radii on January 12.
It then crossed the HCS, moving anti-sunward, and left the model domain at 70 solar radii. After crossing the HCS and surrounding streamer
belt, the comet passed through an isolated region of slower solar wind. This fixed distance plot provides a general impression of the solar wind
conditions encountered by McNaught. The parameter plots in Figure 18 are more accurate, as they take the comet’s changing heliocentric distance
into account.
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Figure 18: Solar wind conditions at the nucleus of McNaught estimated using the CORHEL model, extracted along the path of McNaught in
Figure 17, plotted against date in the format month/day. From top to bottom, the panels show the three components of the heliospheric magnetic
field in the Radial-Tangential-Normal coordinate system; three components of the solar wind speed in the same system, the solar wind particle
number density, and finally the plasma temperature. The black and grey lines correspond to the two solar magnetogram datasets used.
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Figure 19: The relative positions of Comet McNaught’s orbit and the heliospheric current sheet, HCS, as estimated from the CORHEL model.
Yellow arrows denote the general direction of the heliospheric magnetic field to the north and south of the HCS. Earth’s orbit at 1 AU from the Sun
is shown as a circle. The HCS, comet nucleus, and planet’s positions are shown for 2007 January 13.
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